Beta, gamma band, and high-frequency coherence of EMGs of vasti muscles caused by clustering of motor units.
The vasti muscles stabilize the knee joint during the running movement. This requires some motor units to synchronize. Test the hypothesis that EMGs from the vasti muscles (VM and VL) are coherent in four frequency bands, one below 30 Hz, the 40 Hz (30-45 Hz), the middle band up to 120 Hz, and the high-frequency band (135-280 Hz). Because the VM during one step and the VL during another step contain common EMG signal parts the inter-step coherence at low frequencies does not disappear when the coherence is computed between the EMGVM obtained from one step and the EMGVL of the previous step. Twelve participants ran on a treadmill at 2.9 m/s for 15 min. EMGs were recorded from the vasti muscles using bipolar current amplifiers. Ordinary coherence was computed between the EMGVM and EMGVL and for the inter-step-condition. Significant coherence was observed in all frequency bands. In the mid- and high-frequency range, coherence disappears for the inter-step condition, whereas the low-frequency coherence is still present. Four frequency bands must be considered. It was proposed that coherence at low frequencies reflects cortico-muscular interactions. However, the clustering of motor unit action potentials is sufficient to generate the low-frequency coherence as well. There is a low-frequency coherence resulting from EMGs of the vasti muscles that are similar in different steps. Therefore, at least these three effects must be considered to draw conclusions from the coherence of the vasti muscles at low frequencies that occur while running.